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News 2018 digest:

Germany's Largest Auto Makers Back Scrapping EU-U.S. Car Import Tariffs
Germany’s leading auto makers have thrown their support behind the abolition of all import tariffs for
cars between the EU and the U.S. in an effort to find a peaceful solution to the brewing trade war.

Italy Interior Minister Rules Out Taking Back Migrants From Germany
Italy’s Interior Minister Matteo Salvini said he wasn’t willing to take migrants who have been registered
in Italy back from Germany, a stance which would clash with the plans of his German peer.

Gaza Strip Militants Fire Rockets Into Israel
Militants fired a volley of rockets into Israel from the Gaza Strip, puncturing a tacit three-week cease-fire,
in the latest flare-up in tensions between the two sides.

Migrants at Border Relieved Over U.S. Policy Shift After Long Journeys
Most Central Americans and Mexicans seeking asylum and new lives were worried but not deterred by the
threat of separation from their children by Trump administration policy, even before it was changed.

Taliban Kill Dozens of Afghan Soldiers After Cease-Fire Lapses
Taliban fighters killed dozens of government soldiers in overnight attacks on two security checkpoints in
northwestern Afghanistan, in the insurgent group’s first major assault since refusing to extend an
unprecedented three-day cease fire.

North Korea Expected to Transfer War Remains Soon
The North Korean government is expected to send the remains of more than 250 service members to the
U.S. within the next day or two, in keeping with a statement by President Donald Trump and North
Korea’s Kim Jong Un last week.

Separatist, Nationalist Attacks in Europe Increased in 2017
Separatist and far-right attacks have increased in Europe, particularly in the U.K., but also in France and
Spain. The rise in attacks in Northern Ireland comes amid increased uncertainty over how Brexit will
affect the region region.

Indonesia Combs Volcanic Lake in Search for Victims of Ferry Tragedy
Rescue workers deployed a remotely operated vehicle and divers in the deep waters of the world’s largest
volcanic lake, uncertain how many passengers may have been trapped in a sunken ferry.

Saudi Coalition Beats Back Houthi Rebels From Hodeidah Airport
A Saudi-led military coalition said Yemeni forces captured the airport of Hodeidah, a milestone in their bid
to wrest control of the Red Sea port from Houthi rebels without causing a humanitarian catastrophe.

Emmanuel Macron's Empty Victory

Berlin and Paris agreed this week on a road map for deeper eurozone integration, but it is hard to escape
the conclusion that the French president has come away largely empty-handed, Simon Nixon writes.
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